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Effect Of Texting On The Philosophies And 
Academic Achievement Of Students At Eastern 

Luzon Colleges: Basis For Organizational 
Intervention  
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Abstract: The effects of texting frequency on the ideologies and academic achievement of the students at Eastern Luzon Colleges were investigated as 
basis for organizational intervention. The researcher looks for the respondents' self-perceived level of philosophies along phenomenology, hermeneutics, 
existentialism, and postmodernism. Another factor to consider is the respondents' academic achievement in mathematics, languages, social sciences, 
natural sciences, and physical education. Furthermore, knowing the major differences in the respondents' perceptions of their levels of philosophies and 
academic accomplishment when grouped by the selected variables can aid in analyzing the pupils' academic development. To determine the causal 
relationship, between the independent and dependent variables, the researcher used frequency and weighted mean to measure the perception of the 
respondents on their philosophy along Phenomenology, Hermeneutics, Existentialism and Postmodernism, the level of their academic achievement 
along mathematics, languages, social sciences, natural sciences, and physical education. The result of the study found out that the highest level of 
philosophies of the students is Existentialism and the lowest is Phenomenology. The level of the academic achievement shows that Physical education is 
the highest and the lowest is Mathematics. In terms of texting frequency, majority of the students spend their time at night in texting than during day time 
which really affects their study time. Thus, this study emphasizes the intervention of the organization or the school administrators to give more attention 
on the negative concepts, theories, and styles of texting. It is also important to study innovated and diffused practices of texting and how it leads to 
significant changes in the organization. 
 
Index Terms: Academic Accomplishment, Existentialism, Ideologies, Non-indigenous, Organizational Intervention, Postmodernism  

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

CELLPHONE, which can be brought to anywhere and 
anytime, is a personal gadget. With the cell phone, which is 
accessible, handy, cheaper and durable, texting is possible.  
Almost every Filipino, young or old, rich or poor, has his own 
cell phone that he manipulates at anytime and anywhere 
especially for texting.  ―The phone becomes a part of the hand, 
and the digits, the extension of their fingers.  In certain cases, 
the hand takes the place of the mouth, the fingers that of the 
tongue (Prasad, et. al. 2017).‖ Texting (Igbal, 2017) is one of 
the most famous features of a cell phone, which many 
Filipinos patronize. It has become a controversial debate for it 
challenges not only individual persons and groups but also the 
Philippine government and other non-government 
organizations.  It has challenged them to see how it can 
practically alleviate the lives of the many, to be aware of its 
many disadvantages and to design strategies on how to deal 
with its implications or possibilities. Some of the current 
negative impressions and misconceptions about texting like 
anti-social, addictive, impersonal, are seemingly not strong 
enough to convince Filipinos to confront and abandon texting. 
Hilao and Wichadee (2017), Rice and Hagen with their 
companions (2018) and Whipps, et. al. (2018) contend that 
texting is responsible for linguistic deterioration, but also that 
up to this time, the limited research conducted on texting has 
either focused on the language of texts, or the uses to which 
texting has been put, rather than linking SMS language with 
other literacy measures. Texting has been suspected by most 
academic institutions to be a big factor that brought a gradual 
deterioration in the students’ academic performances. 

Furthermore, texting is a very common activity that is often 
construed as a ―mania.‖ It has become an addiction.  
Seemingly, anyone regardless of status, age and gender could 
not escape texting at least once in a minute.   
 
Any subscriber can be texting whenever and wherever he 
wants.  However, this has alarmed both texters and non-
texters especially its detractors on how withdrawal from any 
group conversation or gathering became so easy just to text 
(You, et. al. 2019). Texting, which can be done within the 
group, often breaks the continuity of the group activity.  This is 
the reason why most people consider texting as ―anti-social.‖  
In the words of Vhaduri and Poellabauer (2018), it is a ―retreat 
to their own cocoons,‖ ―evasion of interaction‖ and ―culture of 
physical absence.‖  He said that the craze of texting is so 
disturbing that many individuals, social groups, and institutions 
are convinced that there is an urgent call to curve the addictive 
effect of texting.   
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2 THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL 

FRAMEWORK 
Philosophy which aims at some kind of understanding, 
knowledge or wisdom about fundamental matters such as 
reality, knowledge, meaning, value, being and truth is an 
attempt to completely expound the totality of reality (Yunita, et. 
al. 2018).  Neither it may offer final answers or judgments but it 
may eventually give some options or contributions. Darwin’s 
theory of evolution which is a natural autonomous movement 
of a body from within takes a progressive process. In this 
theory spring different theories like Sadagopan’s dialectics 
(Sadagopan, et. al. 2017) which involves a triad: thesis, 
antithesis and synthesis.  The thesis is an intellectual 
proposition. The antithesis is simply the negation of the thesis, 
a reaction to the proposition. The synthesis solves the conflict 
between the thesis and antithesis by reconciling their common 
truths, and forming a new proposition, another thesis.  Two 
opposites, the thesis and anti-thesis mutually interpenetrate 
and progress thereby creating a synthesis which develops into 
a thesis.   According to Shen and Wang (2019) in Marx’s 
dialectic materialism, matter is self-sufficient because it is a 
being, a fountain, an evaluative impulse that perfects matter in 
all its possibilities, which any external agent or a God. Nature 
is sufficient and progressive in itself. This is guided by the laws 
of unity of contraries, negation and transformation. The 
philosophical concept of Causality or Causation is another 
principle of evolution which refers to the set of all particular 
"causal" or "cause-and-effect" relations between objects, 
events or state of affairs in which the distinguishing properties 
or characteristics of Causality are common (Kang, et. al. 
2020). Dialectic materialism, causality, evolution, action, 
existential, intentionality, technological determination, mass 
communication, meaning, uses and gratification.  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
As shown in the paradigm, 

the cell phone figure contains the texting frequency, the 
independent variable. These said figures are joined together to 
mark a possible relations of texting frequency, and the 
respondents’ persononological variables, philosophies and 
level of academic achievement. The arrow that links the cell 
phone at the left towards the other two figures at the right 
indicates a possible effect of texting frequency on the 
respondents’ perception of their levels of philosophies and 
academic achievement.   The box underneath the Texting 
Frequency which contains the sub-variables such as age, 
course, daily allowance, ethnicity, family monthly income, and 
gender are connected to both boxes left and right to indicate 
possible relations of philosophies and academic achievement 

with their texting frequencies. Finally, the arrow that has two 
pointers directed towards philosophies and academic 
achievement implies a possible relation between philosophies 
and academic achievement of the respondents 

 

3 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
3.1 Texting: Evolution of Human Action  
Transposition which Basu, et. al.  (2018) calls as a divinatory 
act could mean that texting as an action presupposes an art.  
There is a need to become a genius who has congeniality and 
does divinatory act, that is an art of reading what lies behind 
and beyond the act of texting. This is because texting carries a 
bit of fact about other texting or there is a relativity of 
interpreting texting and texting experiences are totally isolated 
from each other.  There is also a very wide network of texting 
which is hard to understand. The genius must interpret and 
know what is being unconsciously expressed by the texter in 
his texting. Hence, ―practical application of knowledge is 
inherent in the very understanding of something. All 
understanding is practical‖ (Gao, et. al. 2018). Texting is a very 
personal activity because it involves person to person 
communication.  ―Cellphone connects us to the world beyond 
our personal and physical borders and over vast distances and 
disparate cultures in a matter of instantaneous and complex 
connectivity‖ (Holtz, et. al. 2020)).  Traditionally, when one 
communicates personal or official matters without physical 
appearance or face to face confrontation it was considered 
impersonal or as a form of disrespect, being impolite, and 
unprofessional. Texting is simply a handy experience of 
communication between two texters; however, it has also 
brought convenience to a complex communication where 
simultaneous conversation with another party while texting. 
Texting does not only increase the sense of the profundity of 
communication but also connects the other dimensions of life 
before the other (Kang, et. al. 2020).  A sending of a simple 
message or a single act of texting may mean to the receiver 
as one way of saying that the texter cares, that she exists, that 
she needs to be acknowledged, and that she is in the process 
of becoming. These illustrate that Filipinos are slowly being 
affected by texting.  There are fast and radical shift of 
paradigms, beliefs, ideas, practices, frameworks, views and 
methods in all aspects of life though tradition are very evident 
to be the foundation or cause of change.  Texting drives the 
Filipinos from the conventional and traditional person they 
used to be to a revolutionary, democratic, distant, autonomous 
and practical.  Yet when studied well, texting has made man 
become more personally preoccupied with his private 
responsibility, authenticity, honesty, openness, transparency 
and activities without necessarily being detached from the 
public.  Ivanova (2020) has enumerated some new 
relationship trends related to texting: 1) According to a survey 
into the changing nature of Britain's attitudes to sex, women 
are now in charge, and new technology is blamed for making it 
easier to cheat on a partner. 2) Some 61 per cent believe it is 
now possible to keep more than one partner on the go 
because of the advent of email, mobile phones and, in 
particular, text messaging. 3) In Singapore, nearly nine out of 
every 10 cases of extramarital affairs are exposed through 
cellular telephone habits, private investigators and lawyers told 
the newspaper Streats. 4) According to a new survey 
conducted by Italy's largest private investigation company, 
Miriam Tomponzi, in 87% of the cases involving infidelity, it's 

Independent Variable  Dependent Variable  

Texting Frequency The Effect of Texting the 
Educational 

Performance of the 
College Students 
Age 

Course 
Daily Allowance 

Ethnicity 
Family Monthly Income 

Gender 
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the cell phone which gives the game away, and mostly during 
vacations. 5) Sending flirtatious emails or phone texts behind a 
partner's back is just as damaging as a "real life'' affair, 
according to new research. 6) A survey a UK divorce lawyers 
shows emails, texting and chat rooms make it far easier to be 
unfaithful. 8) On the tabloid side of SMS, a South African MP is 
being divorced after a text message meant for his girlfriend 
went to his wife instead. 9) Evidence of text messages were 
used to support claims that David Beckham had an alleged 
illicit affair with his former personal assistant Rebecca Loos. 
 
3.2 Texting: An Evolution of Tool 
Kenarsari and Poughane (2017) expounds that the materiality 
of the tool reveals a dynamic world of meaningful 
involvements, ever expanding and contracting.  They quoted 
that a ―tool is a particular thing, but it is more than a particular 
thing, since it is a thing in which a connection, a sequential 
bond of nature is embodied. It possesses an objective relation 
as its own defining property. Its perception as well as its actual 
use takes the mind to other things.‖ In 1998 when the first 
downloadable ringing tones were introduced in Finland, cell 
phones became the 7th Mass Medium.  It is an interactive 
media, but has far wider reach, with 3.3 billion mobile phone 
users at the end of 2007 to 1.3 billion internet users. It also 
has several unique benefits that make mobile a more powerful 
media than either TV or the internet. One of these is its being 
the only mass media with the best audience accuracy and a 
built-in payment channel available to every user without any 
credit cards, pay pal accounts and age limit. The top 
application on mobile is SMS text messaging which is used by 
over 2.4 billion people. Text messaging or texting is often used 
between private users, as a substitute for voice 
communication for any desired reason. It is very popular 
because it is significantly cheaper than phone call.  Aside from 
the business opportunities, its new services are becoming a 
trendy means for organization, clubs, associations, 
companies, agencies and governments to quickly reach their 
goals and solve their problems. Some of the services provided 
by texting are personal interaction with business owners like 
media voting and competitions, and consumer-to-consumer 
interaction like social networking, chatting and dating. Besides, 
there are so many social advantages of texting.  A texter 
appears less intrusive and its recipient is in texting at his own 
convenience and time (Kim, et. al. 2017).  There is no need for 
calling that can disrupt the recipient.  
 
3.3 Perception of Youth on Texting  
Technology has enabled the youth to connect and learn from 
one another whether it's in the same town or another country.  
Education must consider many things especially the roles of 
schools, parents, students, teachers, businessmen, drivers, 
communities, economics, culture, situations, etc. (Liu, et. al. 
2019). Texting involves both thinking and emotions.  It 
processes sharp and objective thinking as much as it develops 
mature emotions and probably even the multiple intelligences.  
Whenever it brings about good ideas of the texter with 
confidence it strengthens the change of a possible physical 
connection as well as rejection.  Opposites and extremes are 
experienced in texting so that a greater self-esteem weakens 
or heightens.  It all depends on texting, the texters and the 
situation. Nothing seems certain but as identity is radically 
indescribable, everything can be possible, thus can be 
projected.  Postmodern attitudes that are provoked and 

involved in texting matter can determine actions and decisions 
that may improve education.  Texting tests attitudes for the 
better or for worse. The education that dominates now is more 
oriented with the past thought it is in preparation for the future.  
However, the most essential part of education which is the 
present is often neglected.  Methods and approaches in 
teaching have had a hard time to bridge what is being taught 
with life.  By way of presenting Blake and his co-authors 
recognizes that these tools in teaching are ―no ready solutions 
to the practical problems that face education in the modern 
era‖. Texting which is a present encounter shows how 
education should be (Ivanova, et. al. 2020). Through texting, 
the organization notifies new applicants of deadlines and 
information; current students receive real-time announcements 
about cancellations or changes to their meetings and events; 
and City Year alumni are able to get the latest news. It offers 
an interaction that does not underline the past, status or any 
categorization but on mutual openness, respect and 
recognition of one’s many capacities and the many 
opportunities in the present. The mere schooling in education 
which has reduced student to empty brains to be injected with 
knowledge or skills is not enough. Today’s realities which 
happen anywhere outside should be bridged with the school 
as early as possible to make sure that students will become 
mature and ready to face reality, and to take risks and be 
responsible with his choices.  Likewise, different ideas and a 
truly global perspective enables us to think, teach and learn 
differently (Prasad, et. al. 2017). McKenzie observed that 
schools have relied too long on training models and have put 
too much emphasis on the learning of software. The training 
model usually involves a series of skill lessons with little 
adjustment made for learning styles, developmental stages or 
personal preferences. Skills are often learned out of context 
making them remote from classroom practice and leaving 
many teachers wonder about their utility and worth. They are 
even worse because of using of generic examples for practice 
that widen the gap.  These contradict the need to focus on 
schools, classrooms, curriculum and students, and to provide 
school learning experiences and opportunities.  Moreover, the 
training model sometimes adds insult to injury by rushing the 
learner through dozens of skills in too short a time period with 
insufficient guided practice to reach a comfortable level of 
familiarity and skill. If the trainer rushes the learners, there is 
great danger that the anxiety, concern and latent resistance of 
many of the more reluctant learners will be aggravated (Shen 
and Wang, 2019).\ 
 

4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
The Descriptive Method of research was used to seek 
information about the who, what, where, when and how of the 
profile and philosophies of the respondents. This statistical 
research, described the data and characteristics about the 
respondents. To determine the causal relationship, between 
the independent and dependent variables, the researcher 
necessarily used another method, the Ex Post Facto or Causal 
Comparative Research. This showed the relationship between 
the respondents’ texting frequency (Independent Variables), 
and their educational performance (Dependent Variables). It 
also established that the texting precedes changes in the 
philosophies and academic achievement.  The research study 
was conducted at Eastern Luzon Colleges (ELC), a Higher 
Learning Institution (HEI) in Bambang, Nueva Vizcaya.  The 
researcher of this study used stratified random sampling. The 
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frequency and percentage distribution of the respondents was 
determined by getting the quotient of the specific population 
and the sum total of the population, and then multiplied it with 
the sample size. This instrument was used to describe the 
profile of the respondents in terms of age, course, daily 
allowance, ethnicity, family monthly income, gender, learning 
style, number of languages used in texting, purpose of texting, 
religious sect, and time of texting including the texting 
frequency. Weighted mean was utilized to measure the 
perception of the respondents on their philosophy along 
phenomenology, hermeneutics, existentialism and 
postmodernism, the level of their academic achievement along 
mathematics, languages, social sciences, natural sciences, 
and physical education. Another, F-test was applied to find out 
the significant differences existing in the respondents’ 
philosophies and academic achievement when grouped 
according to age, course, daily allowance, family monthly 
income, learning style, language used, and time and 
frequency of texting, 

 
5 RESULTS AD DISCUSSIONS  
The tabular presentations and discussions are arranged in six 
major topics based on the statement of the problems given. 
For a logical presentation of this section, the arrangement 
started from the statement of the specific questions. The teens 
were the first adopters of instant messaging and text 
messaging, and they continue to be the leading age group for 
both technologies. According to a study by Pew (2005), 75% 
of online teens use instant messaging, compared to only 42% 
of adults. Almost half of these users send instant messages 
every day.  

TABLE 1 
Frequency and Percentage Distribution of the 

Respondents  
When Grouped according to Age 

 
Age Frequency Percentage  

24 & Above  10 4.09 

21 – 23  31 12.71 

18 – 20  133 54.51 

15 – 17  70 28.69 

Total  244 100 

 
The above claim is strengthened by another finding which 
states that overall, 72% of all teens ages 12-17 send and 
receive text messages, and 88% of teens with cell phones 
text. Since 2006, text messaging has increased significantly 
from 51% of teens who were text users. More markedly, the 
frequency of teenagers’ texting has also increased rapidly over 
the year and half leading up to this study. 

 
TABLE 2 

Frequency and Percentage Distribution of the 
Respondents When Grouped according to Course 

  
Course Frequency  Percentage  

BSA 34 13.93 

BSC 23 9.43 

BSPA 6 2.46 

BSOA 21 8.61 

BEED 13 5.33 

BSED 18 7.38 

BSCRIM 61 25.00 

BSHRM 30 12.29 

BSIT 38 15.57 

Total  244 100 

 
Table 2 presents that out of the 9 courses most of the 
respondents with a frequency of 61 and percentage of 25 
belong to the BSCRIM which is just supported by the fact that 
it has the highest number (158) of enrollees.  While the 
lowest whose frequency of 6 and percentage of 2.46% is the 
BSPA follows with the reality that it is the course which has the 
least (16) enrollees. 
 

TABLE 3 
Frequency and Percentage Distribution of the 

Respondents 
When Grouped according to Daily Allowance 

 
Daily Allowance Frequency  Percentage  

P160 & above 3 1.23 

P110 – P150  16 6.56 

P60 – P100  122 50.00 

P50 & below 103 42.21 

Total  244 100 

 
Daily Allowance. Table 4 demonstrates that with a frequency of 
122 (50%) most respondents had a daily allowance of P60-
P100, followed by a frequency of 103 (42.21%) with daily 
allowance is P50 & below. Few respondents with a frequency 
of 3 (1.23%) receive a daily allowance of P160 & above, and 
frequency of 16 (6.65%) accept P110-P150.  These results 
would be a logical consequence of their family monthly income 
and the fact that the location of the school is rural and in the 
province.  The result supports Vally and Hicham’s declaration 
that most college students struggle on how to stretch their 
daily allowance of P100.  With this limited amount of money, 
he learned that college is a great place to learn about self-
determination and self-discipline (2019).   

 
TABLE 4 

Frequency and Percentage Distribution of the 
Respondents 

When Grouped according to Ethnicity 
 
Ethnicity Frequency  Percentage  

Indigenous 
People 

142 58.20 

Non-Indigenous 
People 

102 41.80 

Total  244 100 

 

This denotes that there is a slight difference between the two 
groups.  A larger part of the sample size with a frequency of 
142 or 58.20% was the Indigenous People and the smaller 
part with a frequency of 102 or 41.80% was the Non-
Indigenous People.  This can be explained by fact and popular 
knowledge that most of the students in ELC are Indigenous 
People who come from nearby southern municipalities—
Kayapa, Dupax del Sur, Dupax del Norte, Aritao, Kasibu and 
Bambang which are populated mostly by different tribes.  
Nueva Vizcaya is a home of underprivileged and poor 
(Thomee, 2018). Indigenous People normally choose a private 
institution with the lowest tuition.   

 
 
 

TABLE 4 
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Frequency and Percentage Distribution of the 
Respondents 

When Grouped according to Family Monthly Income 
 

Family 
Monthly Income 

Frequency  Percentage  

P17,000 & 
above 

19 7.79 

P2,999 & 
below 

35 14.34 

P3,000 – 
P7,999 

111 45.49 

P8,000 – 
P12,999 

66 27.05 

P13,000 – 
16,999 

13 5.33 

Total  244 100 

 
Table 5 displays that the respondents with a frequency of 111 
or 45.49% mostly received a family monthly allowance range 
of P3,000-P7,999, and with a13 (5.33%) rarely received 
P13,000-P16,999.  Though the result does not show a trend or 
logical conclusion because there are varied frequencies on the 
different income ranges, it must be noted that in the 
Philippines, a family of five with total monthly income of less 
than P10,000 is considered poor, according to the estimate of 
the National Statistics Coordination Board (NSCB).   
 

TABLE 5 
Frequency and Percentage Distribution of the 

Respondents 
When Grouped according to Gender 

Gender Frequency  Percentage  

Male  97 39.75 

Female  147 60.25 

Total  244 100 

 
Table 5 indicates that the respondents were predominantly 
female with a frequency of 147 or 60.25% over the males with 
a frequency of 97 or 39.75%.  It was four decades ago when 
women outnumbered men in college by 4 to 3 and not only 
were men less likely than women to go and graduate to 
college once there. However, the 2000 census states that from 
15 to 64 years old, male is 92.5% and female is 92.7% and 
101 males is to 100 females in 2008. The perceived level of 
philosophies of the respondents shows that the highest is 
Existentialism with 3.483 weighted mean, followed by 
Hermeneutical (3.268), Postmodern (3.213) and 
Phenomenological (3.021). The result shows that the 
existential characteristics of the teenagers, example; they 
search for ideals, assertion of independence from the family, 
development of true sense of self, emotional stability, and 
know it all attitude supports the result (Stangor and Walinga, 
2019).  
 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
Majority of the respondents belong to the 18-20 age bracket 
with a frequency of 133 or 54.51%, followed by 15-17 with 70 
or 28.69%, 21-23 with 31 or 12.71%, and the minority, 24 & 
above with 10 or 4.09%. Most respondents with a frequency of 
61 or 25 percent belong to the BSCRIM, 6 or 2.46 to BSPA, 38 
or 15.57% to BSIT, 34 or 13.93% to BSA, 30 or 12.29% to 
BSHRM, 23 or 9.43% to BSC, 21 or 8.61% to BSOA, 18 or 
7.38% to BSED, 13 or 5.33% to BEED, and the least, 6 or 
2.46% to BSPA. Most samples with a frequency of 122 or 50% 

have a daily allowance range of P60-P100, trailed by 103 or 
42.21% with P50 & below, 16 or 6.65% with P110-P150, and 
the least, 3 or 1.23% with P160 & above. A larger part of the 
sample size with a frequency of 142 or 58.20% was the 
Indigenous People and the smaller part with a frequency of 
102 or 41.80% was the Non-Indigenous People.  The 
respondents with a frequency of 111 or 45.49% mostly 
received a family monthly allowance range of P3,000-P7,999, 
followed by 66 or 27.05% with P8,000 – P12,999, 35 or 
14.34% with P2,999 & below, 19 or 7.79% with P17,000 & 
above, and the least, 13 or 5.33% with P13,000-P16,999.  The 
respondents were predominantly female with a frequency of 
147 or 60.25% over the males with a frequency of 97 or 
39.75%. It is highly important to continue studying not only to 
know about texting and its negative effects but also how 
texting can be utilized to monitor their progress and how they 
continually help increase students’ self-esteem, enrich 
relationships inside and outside the classroom and improve 
other neglected aspects of his life by the institutions. Adapting 
new concepts, theories, methods and strategies espoused by 
texting in education as well as in other fields are new 
opportune trends in education and society that must cope with 
the continuing paradigm shift from industrial and digital to 
information technology.  There is a need for further studies in 
what courses should be offered and how they should be 
utilized to make sure that institutions will not only offer courses 
because of trend and profit but to bring solutions to current 
problems and address the needs, deficiencies, overlapping, 
abuses and imbalances in our society. Seminar-workshop on 
texting can also be done. Laws that protect the rights 
especially of the poor or economically disadvantaged to have 
equal information technology opportunities with the cheapest 
prize as well as freebies should be crafted.   It is important to 
explore more learning styles that are affected by texting so 
that they could be used in teaching and other fields.  It is also 
significant to explore the possibility of integrating texting’s 
virtuality in networks, institutions, agencies, bureaucracies, 
etc. to ensure fast service and convenience.  For instance, 
texting can be used in guidance counseling, updating, alerting, 
informing and communicating with the students or fellows. 
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